Moshe Silberhaft (born 17 November 1967) affectionately knows as "The Travelling Rabbi", is an Orthodox Rabbi who serves as the Spiritual Leader and CEO of African Jewish Congress, which serves the Jewish communities of Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia & Zimbabwe. He is also the Rabbi to the South African Jewish Country Communities, under the newly established Small Jewish Communities Association of South Africa. He, for 26 years was the Rabbi to the South African Country communities Department of the S A Jewish Board of Deputies. In 2013 published “The Travelling Rabbi – My African Tribe” – a book that traces the journeys of Rabbi Silberhaft, highlighting the people he meets and records their stories, sometimes humorous, often tragic but always fascinating and remembers Jewish communities and personalities who would otherwise have been forgotten.